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What is the purpose of a wall unit? Basically, it is a piece of furniture used for storage. It

When choosing a wall unit for your space, there are several questions that need to be answered

It is becoming common to see wall units, which typically are placed up against a wall, to be b

Once you know what will be stored in the wall unit, the next question to be asked is ˆWhat typ

Wall units can be a series of shelves, cabinets, drawers and even large closet size cabinets a

In an office setting a desk may be part of the wall unit with storage for computers, printers,

The next question that needs to be asked is, ˆWhat material will the wall unit be made of?˜ He
When choosing a solid wood piece consider what will complement the space it will be placed in

Wall units and wall cabinets can also be made from a combination of solid wood, particle board

Another question to be asked is, ˆCan the unit I need be found already made or do I need a cus

However, if you are looking for something unique, something to fit an odd sized wall, or somet

Custom wall units and cabinets are often used for the following purposes: fireplace surrounds,
If you choose custom wall units or cabinetry, you can have it done through professionals at a

Other questions to ask yourself when choosing a wall unit might be, ˆDo the shelves need to be

Once you´ve answered these questions, it is time to buy your wall unit. If you have decided to
There is one other option for creating your wall unit. You could tackle the project and do it
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